
sofa collectıon



It all started as a small furniture atelier named, Bahcekapi mobilya in 1992. Our company acquired an 
institutional name called Doga Mobilya in 2006 and has continued to produce in its integrated facilities 
ever since. We have a productionspace of 5000 m2 where we process wood & metal frames and where 
we do upholstery of sofas, chairs and boxspringbeds.

We also have our own matress department where we produce handmade matresses with natural 
materials. As we serve the industry’s leading companies as manufacturing partners, our production 
is performed in accordance with the requirements of the companies we work with. With years of 
experience, quality and series, production has been determined as the constant mission of our company. 
With the difference we have made, we are always at your service with different designs and different 
products.

Alongside these developments, we’ve been constantly providing our service to Holland and Germany 
from back in 2010. In the year 2018 we’ve established Doga Bedding. Doga Bedding is focused on 
boxsprings bedbases and matresses for these markets. Of course we keep our products in our own 
depot. From this point on we manage to deliver within europe. Even when we already have a lot of 
outsourced work from major brands, we specialize in producing the most top segment products that 
can be made. We can therefore offer these products under our brand name Doga bedding with very 
competitive prices. Long story short, at Doga Bedding you get a top segment product for the price of 
an entry-level segment product.
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TORONTO
LIVING ROOM SET

elegance 
inspired by 
refined tastes
Combining modern shapes with elegant design lines, the 
Toronto sofa set helps you to create an impressive look in 
your living room. Inspired by refined tastes, you can sleep in 
the warm and comfortable environment you have dreamed 
of in your home with the Toronto Sofa Set, which combines 
eye-catching elegance with high-level comfort. You can 
view our fabric alternatives at our nearest retailer in the 
Toronto lounge suite
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PRAGUE
LIVING ROOM SET

stylish and
elegant style 
you have dreamed
The Prague lounge suite, which has an impressive 
appearance, takes the definition of luxury to the next level 
with its stunning and flawless details.

You can see our Prague living room set, which allows you to 
create the stylish and elegant style you have dreamed of, at 
our nearest sales point.
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SIENA
LIVING ROOM SET

epic atmosphere in 
your living space
This is the perfect way to give your living room the stylish and 
elegant look you’ve always dreamed of. With exquisite details 
and a design that will add style to your home, the Siena living 
room set creates an epic atmosphere in your living space. 
Metallic feet, velvet fabric, and metal accessories add a 
different aesthetic to the product.
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DUBLIN
CORNER SET

unusual and 
comfortable
The Dublin corner team prioritizes comfort while also 
distinguishing itself from the ordinary. It is designed with 
carefully thought out details to meet the needs of large 
families, who value comfort.
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BASEL
CORNER SET

push the limits of 
your dreams
Reflecting its modern structure, elegant lines and aesthetic 
understanding, Basel corner set pushes the limits of your 
dreams with its unlimited decoration options. Basel, which 
maximizes the comfort you seek in your living space with its 
wide seating design, enables you to realize your dreams with 
its ergonomic design and fabric alternatives.
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LISBON
CORNER SET

Designed with the line of modern decoration 
that brings aesthetics and functionality 
together, the Lisbon corner set will allow you 
to spend comfortable hours with its comfort 
and ergonomic structure. You can see our 
fabric alternatives at our sales points.
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aesthetic and 
functional



SALDA
CORNER SET

classıc and
modern desıgn
The Salda corner set brings together classic 
and modern design.
You can enjoy your time while sitting 
comfortably thanks to the soft structure of 
the fabric. The Salda corner set, which is 
entirely handcrafted and prioritizes quality, 
is presented to your liking at the nearby sales 
location.
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CARINA
CORNER SET

enjoyable moments 
thanks to its 
minimalist design
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CARINA
CORNER SET
CARINA It offers you a great advantage 
with its practical design and bed 
functionality. Thanks to its minimalist 
design, the Carina corner set, with 
which you will have a pleasant time, is 
presented with fabric alternatives to your 
liking.
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LOFT
DOUBLE SOFABED
center of the 
liberating 
movement

With its functional design that saves space in living spaces in 
the new season, where we get rid of excesses, the LOFT 2-seat 
sofa bed stands out with its feature of being both a sofa and 
a bed in narrow spaces, and is at the center of this liberating 
trend.
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FLAMINI
SINGLE SOFABED
in narrow spaces, 
both sofa and bed
The Flamini single sofa with its functional design that saves 
space in living rooms is ideal for the new season when we are 
getting rid of excesses. It is a product that you can use as a 
guest bed at home or to rest at work because it can function 
as both an armchair and a bed in narrow spaces.
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LULOFSSTRAAT 59

2521 AL DEN HAAG/THE NETHERLANDS

Tel: +31 (0) 70 785 69 08

E-Mail: info@dogabedding.eu

Web: www.dogabedding.eu

Ataşehir Ferhatpaşa Mahallesi

Yeditepe Caddesi  No: 121 İstanbul / TURKEY

E-Mail: info@dogamobilya.com.tr

Web: www.dogamobilya.com.tr
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